Increased Taxon Sampling Greatly Reduces Phylogenetic Error
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Abstract.—Several authors have argued recently that extensive taxon sampling has a positive and important effect on the accuracy of phylogenetic estimates. However, other authors have argued that there is little benefit of extensive taxon sampling, and so phylogenetic problems can or should be reduced to a few exemplar taxa as a means of reducing the computational complexity of the phylogenetic analysis. In this paper we examined five aspects of study design that may have led to these different perspectives. First, we considered the measurement of phylogenetic error across a wide range of taxon sample sizes, and conclude that the expected error based on randomly selecting trees (which varies by taxon sample size) must be considered in evaluating error in studies of the effects of taxon sampling. Second, we addressed the scope of the phylogenetic problems defined by different samples of taxa, and argue that phylogenetic scope needs to be considered in evaluating the importance of taxon-sampling strategies. Third, we examined the claim that fast and simple tree searches are as effective as more thorough searches at finding near-optimal trees that minimize error. We show that a more complete search of tree space reduces phylogenetic error, especially as the taxon sample size increases. Fourth, we examined the effects of simple versus complex simulation models on taxonomic sampling studies. Although benefits of taxon sampling are apparent for all models, data generated under more complex models of evolution produce higher overall levels of error and show greater positive effects of increased taxon sampling. Fifth, we asked if different phylogenetic optimality criteria show different effects of taxon sampling. Although we found strong differences in effectiveness of different optimality criteria as a function of taxon sample size, increased taxon sampling improved the results from all the common optimality criteria. Nonetheless, the method that showed the lowest overall performance (minimum evolution) also showed the least improvement from increased taxon sampling. Taking each of these results into account re-enforces the conclusion that increased sampling of taxa is one of the most important ways to increase overall phylogenetic accuracy. [Phylogenetic accuracy; phylogenetic error; taxon sampling.]

In recent years, there has been increased interest in estimating large phylogenetic trees of many taxa. Several factors have contributed to this trend. First, it has become computationally feasible to analyze large data sets of many taxa and many characters (e.g., Soltis et al., 1998). Second, there is intrinsic interest in the phylogeny of large groups of organisms, and even interest in eventually producing phylogenetic estimates for the entire Tree of Life (see Hillis and Holder, 2000). Third, many authors have argued that adequate taxon sampling improves phylogenetic estimation, and in some cases may even make otherwise intractable problems tractable (e.g., Wheeler, 1992; Lecointre et al., 1993; Hillis, 1996, 1998; Poe, 1998; Rannala et al., 1998). Most recent authors have argued that both the number of characters as well as the number of taxa sampled are important determinants of phylogenetic accuracy (Swofford et al., 1996). However, since it is computationally much easier to analyze data sets of few taxa than data sets of many taxa, it is tempting to define and investigate a phylogenetic problem with as few taxa as possible.

A recent paper by Rosenberg and Kumar (2001) suggested that sampling few taxa from a large and diverse group carries almost no penalty in terms of the accuracy of the estimated phylogenetic tree, and that reduced taxon sampling thus is not a problem for phylogenetic analysis. A reanalysis (Pollock et al., 2002) of the Rosenberg and Kumar (2001) data supports the opposite conclusion, and suggests that their study design may not have been optimal to investigate the effects of increased taxon sampling. However, Rosenberg and Kumar’s (2001) study did raise several interesting hypotheses about the relationships among phylogenetic methodology, taxonomic sampling, and phylogenetic accuracy, and led us to conduct independent simulation studies to test the effects of various aspects of study design on conclusions about the importance of thorough taxon sampling. In this paper, we address five issues related to taxon sampling and its effects on the accuracy of phylogenetic inference. First, we consider the measurement of phylogenetic error across a wide range of taxon sample sizes, and the degree to which error in randomly selected
trees relates to the issue of taxonomic sampling. Second, we address the scope of the phylogenetic problems addressed by different samples of taxa, and methods that can be used to hold the taxonomic scope of a problem relatively constant across different numbers of sampled taxa. Third, we examine the claim of some recent authors that fast and simple tree searches are as effective as more thorough searches at finding near-optimal trees that minimize error. Fourth, we examine the effects of using simple versus complex simulation models on the results of taxon sampling studies. Fifth, we examine whether or not results of taxon sampling studies are dependent on the use of particular phylogenetic optimality criteria.

As we have noted, our current attention to these issues was raised by Rosenberg and Kumar’s (2001) study on taxon sampling and its effects on phylogenetic accuracy. As we incorporated many of the aspects of the study design used by Rosenberg and Kumar to address these issues and use their study to discuss several issues of analysis, we begin with a brief description of their study design before discussing our methods.

**ROSENBERG AND KUMAR’S STUDY DESIGN**

Rosenberg and Kumar (2001) addressed the effects of partial taxon sampling on the error rate of phylogenetic estimation. They used a model tree of 66 taxa that was based on a published study of eutherian mammals (Murphy et al., 2001; Eizirik et al., 2001). Rosenberg and Kumar then conducted simulations under the Jukes-Cantor model of evolution (henceforth JC; Jukes and Cantor, 1969) and varied number of nucleotides and rate of evolution across 50 sets of conditions (which they termed “genes”). Rosenberg and Kumar (2001) stated that their results were similar when a more complex model of evolution (Hasegawa et al., 1985) was used, but they did not show these results. The number of sites per gene was selected from a uniform distribution of 200–3,000 (not 500–3,000 as described in their text; see their Table 1), and the branch lengths of the model tree were scaled by selecting a scaling factor from a gamma distribution with a shape parameter of 1.

For each of the 50 conditions examined (combinations of nucleotide length and rate of evolution), Rosenberg and Kumar (2001) simulated 100 replicates. For each condition they then randomly selected subsamples of 5–50 taxa from the full set of taxa for analysis, and measured error between the true tree and the estimate (see the section below titled Measurement of Error for further discussion and discussion of error measurement). They evaluated and compared three measures of error: \( E_G \) (the proportion of error between the true tree and the estimated tree from the full sample of 66 taxa), \( E_S \) (the proportion of error between the true tree and the estimated tree from the subsample of taxa), and \( E_P \) (the proportion of error between the true tree and the subsample of taxa, as pruned from the full analysis). For each simulation, they analyzed the data using minimum evolution (ME), uniformly weighted maximum parsimony (MP), and maximum likelihood (ML) criteria, as well as the neighbor-joining (NJ) heuristic. (They used PAUP* [Swofford, 2000] for all analyses; see Swofford et al. [1996] for a description of the methods.) However, they only presented detailed data for the ME criterion, stating that the results for the other criteria were “quite similar.” They used a single-tree heuristic search with nearest-neighbor-interchange branch swapping to estimate the optimal trees for each criterion.

**METHODS**

**Data Simulation**

Our datasets were simulated on the Rosenberg and Kumar model tree (provided by M. S. Rosenberg; see Appendix I) under a number of common evolutionary models using Seq-Gen, version 1.2.5 (Rambaut and Grassly, 1997). Simulation models included JC (Jukes and Cantor, 1969), HKY (Hasegawa et al., 1985), HKY with continuous gamma-distributed rate heterogeneity (Yang, 1993), and the General Time Reversible Model with continuous gamma-distributed rate heterogeneity and a proportion of invariant sites (Lanave et al., 1984; Tavaré, 1986; Yang, 1993; Swofford et al., 1996). A single dataset was simulated under each model. The particular parameter values we used (see Appendix II) are ones estimated by maximum likelihood on a tree obtained by a parsimony search for two of the genes present in the Murphy et al. (2001) dataset (12S rRNA and *cnr1*, a protein-coding gene). All simulated datasets were 3,000 bases long, as we wished to avoid confounding the issue of sampling additional
taxa by also varying sequence length (see Pollock et al. [2002] for a discussion of the effects of sequence length on taxon sampling). Thus, we selected the upper bound of the sequence lengths examined by Rosenberg and Kumar (2001) for our simulations.

Subsampling

Subsampling of taxa was performed using a C++ program written by one of us (D.J.Z.). Eleven subsample-sizes were selected ranging from 4 to 60 taxa, from the complete model set of 66 taxa (the entire sample of taxa was also evaluated). For each sample-size of taxa, the procedure was as follows:

1. Randomly select a set of taxa using random-number generation.
2. Determine the diameter (the maximum distance between any two taxa in a tree) of this subset based on the branch-lengths of the model tree and place it into the appropriate diameter “bin.” (The rationale for this step is discussed in the section titled Taxon Subsamples, in RESULTS AND DISCUSSION. Briefly, our goal was to examine the effects of taxon subsampling across problems that spanned a similar phylogenetic scale.)
3. Repeat 1 and 2, discarding identical subsets, until all bins contain 100 subsamples.

The diameter-bins ranged from 0.10 (the diameter of the smallest quartet) to 0.45 (the diameter of the entire 66-taxon tree), in increments of 0.05 (thus, the smallest bin contained trees of 0.10–0.15 diameter). As the number of taxa in the subsample increased, the number of bins for which possible subsamples exist necessarily decreases. Thus, quartet subsamples (samples of four taxa) covered seven diameter categories (giving 700 subsamples), whereas subsamples of 60 taxa covered only the largest four diameter bins (giving 400 subsamples). The same subsamples were used in all of our analyses.

Analysis

All subsamples were analyzed using PAUP* 4.0b8 (Swofford, 2000). Except for the maximum likelihood analyses and the experiment examining the effect of search thoroughness (see the section titled Thoroughness of Searches), all subsets were subjected to a heuristic search with five random stepwise-addition starting trees followed by tree-bisection-reconnection (TBR) branch swapping (see Swofford et al., 1996 for a description of these methods). Due to computational constraints, the likelihood searches were conducted with a single stepwise-addition starting tree, followed by TBR branch swapping using the JC model of evolution. ME searches were conducted using JC and HKY + Γ distance corrections. With both distances measures, we conducted ME searches allowing negative branch-lengths (set to zero for score calculation), and also with branch-lengths constrained to non-negative values. For the ME searches using HKY + Γ distances, the alpha shape parameter was set to its simulation value (0.399). For all searches, all equally optimal trees were retained.

To assess accuracy of reconstruction, the Robinson and Foulds (1981) symmetric distance measure (henceforth RF distance) was calculated between the optimal tree(s) and the model tree pruned to contain the same taxa. When we found multiple equally optimal solutions, we calculated the average RF distance of all solutions to the true tree. The measurement of phylogenetic error is a point of discussion, and is presented below.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Measurement of Error

The measure of error used by Rosenberg and Kumar is fairly standard, and one of us has used the same measure in previous studies (e.g., Hillis, 1996). This measure of error (E) uses the RF distance between the true tree and the estimate, divided by twice the number of internal branches in the comparison (the maximum possible RF distance, or RF_max). For any size tree, E ranges from 0 to 1; a value of 1 indicates that no internal branches are shared in common between the true tree and the estimate, and a value of 0 indicates complete agreement between the two trees. As long as the number of taxa in the analysis remains constant (or large), E provides a reasonable measure that combines error from false negatives (branches absent in the estimate but present in the true tree) and false positives (branches present in the estimate but absent in the true tree). However, in comparing the relative error across trees with different numbers of taxa, the measure E has a major drawback. For trees with only four
taxa, for example, there are only three possible solutions. One of the solutions has an RF distance of 0, and the other two have RF distances of 2. Thus, the expected RF distance ($RF_{exp}$) between a randomly selected topology of four taxa and a true tree is 1.33, not 2 (the value of $RF_{max}$ for trees of four taxa). The expected distance only approaches the maximum distance asymptotically with increasing numbers of taxa (Penny et al., 1982). If one simply examined the error associated with choosing trees at random across a diversity of sample sizes, $E$ would be lowest for trees with few taxa and would gradually increase with taxon sample size. Therefore, this measure does not provide a uniform comparison for evaluating the improvement of phylogenetic methods across varying numbers of taxa. (Note that this is a different problem related to measurement of error in taxon sampling studies than the one discussed by Pollock et al., 2002).

The problem discussed above can be easily corrected (as previously noted by Poe, 1998) by standardizing the observed RF distance between the true tree and an estimated tree by the expected RF distance ($RF_{exp}$) to a randomly selected tree, rather than by $RF_{max}$. We calculated $RF_{exp}$ exactly for trees up to 10 taxa, and estimated $RF_{exp}$ for larger trees. We used PAUP* 4.0b8 to generate either all possible trees for a particular number of taxa, or a sample of at least 3 million trees for more than 10 taxa. The RF distance was then calculated between each of the random trees in the set to an arbitrary reference tree. The expectation of this distribution was calculated by multiplying the RF distances by the number of trees from the set having that distance to the reference tree, summing these values, and dividing by the total number of trees. We then define adjusted error ($E_{adj}$) as the RF distance between the true tree and the estimate, divided by $RF_{exp}$, and absolute error ($E$) as the RF distance between the true tree and the estimate, divided by $RF_{max}$. The two measures converge with increasing taxon sample sizes (see Fig. 1). The expected adjusted error for randomly selected trees is 1.0 for all taxon sample sizes; thus, $E_{adj}$ can be used to compare the improvement of a given inference method across a range of taxon sample sizes. Note that $E_{adj}$ can take on values greater than one if the actual distance is greater than would be expected from selecting a random tree of that size, as might occur if a particular method were positively misleading (e.g., Felsenstein, 1978).

Although the effect of evaluating $E_{adj}$ instead of $E$ matters only at small taxon sample sizes, it removes an artifact that otherwise clouds the relationship between phylogenetic error and number of taxa in the analysis. Figure 2 shows a comparison of these two measures ($E$ and $E_{adj}$) as a function of taxon sample size for the model tree of Rosenberg and Kumar. Although there is a strong decrease in both absolute and adjusted error with increasing sample size, there is an initial increase in absolute error as the samples increase from 4–10 taxa. However, this effect is often eliminated when adjusted error is measured, as in this example. It seems clear that the apparent lower error for the smallest sample sizes is sometimes simply a function of randomly selected trees having a higher
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**Figure 1.** Ratio of $RF_{exp}$ to $RF_{max}$ as a function of number of taxa.
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**Figure 2.** Absolute and adjusted error as a function of taxon sample-size for a dataset generated with the HKY model of evolution on the Rosenberg and Kumar (2001) model tree and analyzed under uniformly weighted parsimony. Data points represent the average error over all subsample diameters.
Figure 3. Two quartets of taxa sampled from the model tree of Rosenberg and Kumar (2001), shown as heavy lines within the entire model tree.(a) A quartet of large diameter, containing taxa that span the same depth of phylogenetic time as the full data set. (b) A quartet of small diameter, containing taxa that represent complete taxon sampling for a subtree.

Rosenberg and Kumar (2001) selected random subsamples of taxa from the tree shown in Figure 3 with no effort to hold the depth of the phylogeny or the diameter of the sampled tree (the maximum distance between any two taxa) constant. The diameter of the quartet in Figure 3a is approximately equal to that of the full data set, but the diameter is much smaller for the quartet in Figure 3b. Under the Rosenberg and Kumar study design, both sets of taxa would represent equally “incomplete” taxon sampling, and each would be compared against the respective pruned subtrees.

The difficulty of phylogenetic analysis is known to increase with increasing diameter of the underlying tree, especially for trees with small numbers of taxa (e.g., see Huelsenbeck and Hillis, 1993). This point is illustrated for quartets of taxa randomly selected from the model tree of Rosenberg and Kumar in Figure 4. For any given method of analysis, as the diameter of the tree increases, the error also generally increases.
Figure 4. Error as a function of tree diameter for quartets of taxa under (a) uniformly weighted parsimony, (b) maximum likelihood, and (c) minimum evolution. The same quartets and data (simulated under the JC model) were used for the analyses shown in (a), (b), and (c). Quartets were sampled from the model tree in the diameter categories listed, and then analyzed for data simulated under the JC model (cross-hatched bars), JC with branch-lengths multiplied by two (white bars), and JC with branch-lengths multiplied by six (black bars).
Thus, any comparison of the effects of subsampling taxa from a larger tree should hold tree diameter relatively constant. Otherwise, one is comparing apples to oranges by comparing simple tree problems (small diameter trees) to hard tree problems (large diameter trees). The usual description of “increased taxon sampling” generally involves adding taxa but keeping the diameter of the sampled tree relatively constant. That is, added taxa lead to a more densely sampled group of interest, not additions of distantly related taxa. If one were interested in studying the phylogeny of mammals, for example, a taxon sample consisting of four primates would not address the relevant problem. If “increased taxon sampling” were used to address this limitation, we would add more mammals rather than birds or beetles. Likewise, comparing error in a tree of 66 mammals (the full tree shown in Fig. 3) to error in a tree of four relatively closely related species (as in Fig. 3b) says little about the importance of taxon sampling on reducing error for the problem of interest (mammalian phylogeny).

We have addressed this issue by consciously selecting subsamples from the full tree with respect to their diameters. Thus, we explicitly either present the average error for subsamples of various sizes over the entire range of possible diameters (e.g., Fig. 2, part b of Figs. 5–8), or compare trees of similar diameters (e.g., part a of Figs. 5–8). For the simpler simulation models, the differences in error between problems of different diameters quickly disappear with larger taxon subsamples, and problems of all diameters show similar error (Fig. 5a). For more complicated models, however, there is a greater difference in difficulty between problems of different diameters for the entire range of taxon numbers (Fig. 5b). However, in both cases, the greatest differences occur with the smallest taxon samples: very small diameter trees of few taxa are clearly easier to estimate than are trees of few taxa that span the full range of the model tree. The net effect of sampling across all possible diameters of trees, then, is to inflate the apparent phylogenetic accuracy of small samples. This higher accuracy is real, but it simply results from examining a smaller portion of the overall phylogenetic tree (e.g., as in Fig. 3b versus 3a).

Tree diameter is not the only consideration that is likely to affect taxon subsampling and its relationship to the accuracy of phylogenetic inference. Difficulty of phylogenetic problems is also related to the size of internal branches in the underlying trees. For this reason, other metrics (such as average distance among taxa, rather than maximum diameter of the tree) might also be considered in analyzing the effect of taxon sampling strategies on phylogenetic accuracy. However, we consider tree diameter (a measure of the depth or scope of the phylogenetic problem) to be the most relevant aspect that should be controlled in such studies.

**Thoroughness of Searches**

Some recent authors have suggested that thorough searches of tree space are not important for improving the accuracy of phylogenetic inference. For instance, Rosenberg and Kumar (2001) stated that the relatively simple tree searches that they performed (single-tree heuristic searches combined with nearest-neighbor-interchange branch swapping) were adequate to find near-optimal trees, and that more thorough searches would not be expected to decrease phylogenetic error. We tested this hypothesis under the MP criterion, and show the results in Figure 5.
Although increased taxon sampling reduced error for all searching methods, the effects were greater for thorough searches than for simple searches, and the importance of thorough searching increased with increasing sample size. Rosenberg and Kumar’s (2001:10753) assertion that “[a] more exhaustive, time consuming search is not necessary because it is clear that it does not improve phylogenetic accuracy” is not supported by our analyses. This disagreement may in part be due to the more complex simulation model used in our study (see Complexity of Simulations, below).

Figure 6 also illustrates that, under some limited conditions, phylogenetic error can increase through the addition of a small number of taxa. This phenomenon is apparent for trees of large diameter but few taxa (e.g., the left side of Fig. 6a). This appears to correspond to the similar conditions examined by Poe and Swofford (1999), who also noted that phylogenetic error can increase by the addition of one or a few taxa to large diameter trees that contain only a few taxa. However, additional taxa added to the analysis eventually reduced error in these cases in our study (e.g., the right side of Fig. 6a). Therefore, although not all taxon additions result in reduced error, the overwhelming trend appears to be increased phylogenetic accuracy with addition of taxa.

Complexity of Simulations

Rosenberg and Kumar (2001) noted that simulation studies should have a certain advantage in studying the properties of taxon sampling because the true tree is known. Although we agree with this point, the benefit gained by being able to compare inferred trees to a true tree is minimized if the evolutionary model used in simulations is overly simplistic. For instance, the JC model used by Rosenberg and Kumar (2001) incorporates little of the complexity of real sequence evolution. (Rosenberg and Kumar noted that they repeated the study using the HKY model of evolution, but did not show those results and stated that they made no difference in their conclusions.) Simulated sequence data, especially data simulated under a very simple model of evolution, are known to be “easier” to analyze phylogenetically than are data from nature, and the difficulty of the estimation problem increases with increasing model complexity (e.g., Yang, 1996; Rannala et al., 1998; Pollock and Bruno, 2000). The easier the task of inference, the less adding more data (either taxa or characters) should be expected to help. Thus, the effects of taxon sampling would be expected to be least noticeable when analyzing data simulated under a simple model of evolution.

The idea of simulating a number of “realistic” genes and testing the effects of taxon sampling over a variety of parameter values is an appealing one. The fact that the only parameters that were varied in Rosenberg and Kumar’s (2001) simulations were the length of the genes and the rate of evolution, however, leaves out much of what is known to vary among genes. No model devised to date fully captures all factors involved in real sequence evolution. Nonetheless, incorporation of some well studied and
appropriately modeled factors should provide a more reasonable assessment of the effects of increased taxon sampling on phylogenetic accuracy. Examples of such factors include variation in substitution rates among sites, differential equilibrium base frequencies, and differential probabilities of substitution. Therefore, we examined the effects of taxon sampling on data simulated under several models of evolution (see Fig. 7). In every case, error was greatly reduced by including increased numbers of taxa in the analyses. However, the overall error increased with increasing complexity of the underlying model of evolution, and taxon sampling provided a greater reduction in the total amount of error for the more complex models. If error reduction is measured as a proportion (rather than as an absolute difference), then this conclusion does not necessarily hold (e.g., error was completely eliminated in the largest taxon samples for the simplest model of evolution; Fig. 7). Note that an increase in error can also be generated by increasing the rate of evolution (and thus overall tree diameter). This is illustrated for the JC model with rates of evolution increased sixfold (Fig. 7).

**Effects of Optimality Criteria**

We also tested whether or not the effects of taxon sampling on phylogenetic accuracy are dependent on the optimality criterion examined. We present the results for analyses conducted with uniformly weighted parsimony, minimum evolution (with both JC and HKY + θ distances), and maximum likelihood in Figure 8. Increased sampling of taxa reduces error for all of the methods, so this basic result does not appear to depend on the optimality criterion selected. However, increased taxon sampling appears to be least important for the ME criterion. Both MP and ML show more rapid improvement with increased sampling size for four optimality criteria. ME(HKY + θ): minimum evolution with HKY + θ distances and branch-lengths constrained to non-negative values; ME(JC): minimum evolution with JC distances and negative branch-lengths allowed; MP: uniformly weighted parsimony; ML: maximum likelihood, under the JC model. The results for the two versions of ME searches shown represent the best and worst combinations of distances measured and branch-length constraints (i.e., highest and lowest error) that we examined; the intermediate combinations are not shown for simplicity. (a) Results for the largest diameter bin; (b) results averaged over all diameters. These simulations were conducted under the HKY + θ model.
increasing taxon sample sizes compared to ME, and as a result both MP and ML show lower error than does ME for the larger taxon samples. Given this behavior, it does not appear advisable to use the ME criterion for trees of many taxa, or to use the ME criterion exclusively in studies of the effects of taxon sampling on phylogenetic accuracy.

**Conclusions**

All of the simulation analyses that we conducted agree on one point: increased taxon sampling has a clear and strongly positive effect on the accuracy of phylogenetic analyses. This conclusion supports the finding of most other previous studies on the importance of thorough taxon sampling in phylogenetic analysis, but it is in stark contrast to the recent paper by Rosenberg and Kumar (2001) on this topic. Although reanalysis of the Rosenberg and Kumar (2001) data also demonstrates that increased taxon sampling results in increased accuracy of the inferred trees (Pollock et al., 2002), there are a number of reasons why the study design of Rosenberg and Kumar clouded this overwhelming pattern. Our results suggest that studies of the effects of taxon sampling on phylogenetic accuracy should closely consider several aspects of study design. For instance, investigators should consider (1) how error is measured (so as not to bias conclusions as a result of randomly selecting correct trees for small samples), (2) appropriate strategies for sampling taxa (to keep the scope of the phylogenetic problem reasonably constant), (3) the complexity of tree searches (to ensure that near-optimal trees are found for all samples of taxa), (4) the complexity of evolutionary models used in simulations (to ensure that the problems are reasonably realistic), and (5) the different effects of increased taxon sampling on different optimality criteria. When these aspects of study design are incorporated (either separately or together) into an analysis of the effects of taxon sampling on phylogenetic accuracy, the importance of maximizing number of taxa examined becomes overwhelmingly clear.

Although thorough taxon sampling appears to be highly advantageous for phylogenetic analysis, it is not a panacea. Obviously, systematists must also be concerned with collecting enough data, and with collecting data that express appropriate levels of variation for the problem at hand. In some cases, increased taxon sampling will simply not be possible (because of lack of extant taxa to sample, for instance). In many cases, however, the best option available for increasing the accuracy of a phylogenetic analysis will be increased taxon sampling. Biologists should avoid the temptation to define a phylogenetic problem with as few taxa as possible; the additional effort to sample taxa more broadly will almost always result in more accurate (as well as useful) estimates of phylogeny.
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APPENDIX I. MODEL TREE OF ROSENBERG AND KUMAR (2001)

As provided by M.S. Rosenberg. The tree is in NEXUS format, and can be viewed in PAUP* (Swofford, 2000).

APPENDIX II. PARAMETER VALUES USED IN SIMULATIONS

1. HKY:
   Transition/Transversion ratio: 2.93
   Base frequencies: A:0.37, C:0.24, G:0.12, T:0.27
2. HKY + continuous gamma rate heterogeneity:
   Same as HKY, plus shape parameter for gamma distribution: 0.399
3. GTR + continuous gamma rate heterogeneity + invariant sites:
   Rate matrix:
   A → C: 3.297   A → G: 12.55   A → T: 1.167
   C → G: 2.060   C → T: 13.01
   G → T: 1.00

   Base frequencies: A:0.1776, C:0.3336, G:0.2959, T:0.2293
   Shape parameter for gamma distribution: 0.8168
   Proportion of invariant sites: 0.5447